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The membrane switch design guide is intended as an outline for communicating customer 

requirements to Sigma 6 Electronics.  We hope to give engineers a further understanding 

of the industries technology and our capabilities.  

 

A membrane switch is a low profile, flexible momentary switch device and is 

completely customizable.  At least one contact is in an ON position. The top layer 

presents your graphics and by itself is an overlay.  A graphic overlay, together with other 

supporting layers, is a membrane switch assembly; an electrically functioning interface 

between your customers and the product you are developing.   

 

A well designed membrane switch assembly supports your products environmental 

concerns along with its desired electrical functions.  Our experience has shown your 

customers will place equal importance on graphic appearance as they do functionality.  A 

well designed graphic layer will impress your customers; therefore, the membrane 

switch’s graphic overlay can be the most important part to selling your product! 

 

Sigma 6 Electronics works with customers to design the optimal membrane switch, 

maximizing a switch for appearance, functionality, and price.  We pride ourselves on fast 

service, quality products and competitive pricing.  

 

Our in-house engineering and production capabilities allow for flexible manufacturing, 

providing seamless migration from design conception to product end of life runs.  Our 

factories are designed to provide customers with membrane switch manufacturing 

solutions for rapid prototyping, ramp-up’s and competitive production runs.  
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Membrane Switch- Standard Keypad Construction 

 
▫ Graphic Presentation layer  

The top layer of the membrane switch is your graphic overlay.  This layer by itself 

may laminate to a plastic housing or a sheet metal backer and used to activate a 

circuit or micro switches.  The overlay material is generally from polyester or 

polycarbonate substrates and graphics are sub surface printed using traditional 

silk-screening or our state of the art digital printer.   

 

▫ Adhesive Separator layer  

Often referred to as your spacer layer, the adhesive separator layer retains domes 

and joins the graphic overlay to the circuit layer.  This is the most important layer 

in determining your membrane switches tactile feedback and is best suited to be 

designed with a Sigma 6 engineer. 

 

▫ Circuit or PCB layer 

The circuit layer includes the membrane switches electronics: LED’s, metal 

domes, tail length and connector termination.  The circuit layer material can be 

constructed from thin polyester, durable polyimide flex or any thickness PCB 

material.  It is also possible to have use silicone rubber with an overlay or circuit.  

 

▫ Adhesive Backer layer  

The backer layer is mad from an industry standard adhesive used to mount a 

membrane switch to any backer imaginable. 

 

 

 

http://www.sigma6electronics.com/rubber-keypads/
http://www.sigma6electronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/mediawebserver.pdf
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1) Graphic Overlay Materials 

Choosing between Polycarbonate and Polyester overlay material for your next membrane 

design or graphic overlay? 

The graphic layer of the membrane switch should be aesthetically appealing to your 

customers and ensure a proper life for your environment.  Both polycarbonate and 

polyester can be embossed; show excellent colors and are available with a variety of 

hardcoats and textures.   

Polycarbonate: 

The most common graphic material used in overlay applications is polycarbonate which 

is easy to print, die cut, and emboss.  Polycarbonate has excellent optical clarity and color 

stability in light or white colors and can remain clear above 10mil (0.010”); available in 

sizes up to 30mil (0.060) and higher. 

The disadvantage of polycarbonate is that it begins to show signs of wear and tear sooner 

than some of the alternate materials and if a hard coat is not applied the material will be 

susceptible to damage from a variety of chemicals and UV light.   In most applications 

polycarbonate overlays will last a minimum of 100,000 cycles during life cycle testing. 

Polyester: 

A more robust material, Polyester, has superior life cycle and chemical resistance 

properties.  In life cycle testing, polyester shows no signs of wear at 1,000,000 cycles and 

is recommended for use with tactile metal domes or polyester domes (polydomes). 

Known for superior physical and electrical properties, polyester is the most commonly 

used base material for circuitry.   

Embossing: 

 

Embossing membrane switches will enhance the 3 dimensional look and improve the feel 

of your graphic overlay.  Graphic overlays activating micro switches are recommended to 

be embossed.  Material embossed for buttons are 1 to 1.5 times the thickness of the base 

material.   

 

We offer three types of embossing (full, dome, border).  Contact a Sigma 6 Electronics 

sales engineer to request a membrane switch sample showing all emboss types. 

  

 

 

 

 

http://www.sigma6electronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Polycarbonate_Films.pdf
http://www.sigma6electronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Autotex-AutoflexEB.pdf
http://www.sigma6electronics.com/contact-us/
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Windows: 

 

Graphics are sub surface printed to overlay materials using silk screening or a digital 

printer.  Overlay stock material comes clear or with a texture.  Areas where no printing 

occurs become windows. 

 Color Matching: 

The most popular color standard is (PMS) Pantone Matching System, identifying colors 

by specific numbers.  We can match the color of a customer supplied sample or pull the 

color from your graphic program.  There is one approval process during prototyping 

where we can adjust colors before production. 

 Hard Coats: 

Most overlay materials come with a manufactured or screen printed hard coat option.  A 

hard coat will offer excellent protection for scratch, impact and chemical resistance while 

maintaining clarity with color and graphic detail. 

An antimicrobial protection can be used in your membrane switch’s overlay disrupting 

the bacterial cell wall, killing or inhibiting growth of microbes, including MRSA and 

E.coli.  Also prevents growth of unsightly mould and mildew. 

2) Circuit Layer 

The circuit layer includes the membrane switches electronics: tactile domes, LED’s, 

shielding, tail length and connector termination.  Circuit material is constructed from thin 

polyester, durable polyimide flex or PCB material of any thickness.   

When designing a circuit layer it’s important to consider the length of the flexible tail, 

where to locate its exit point and how to terminate the membrane switch circuit layer to a 

controlling board.  As circuitry continually becomes smaller, electronic interference and 

shielding options should not be overlooked. 

Screen printed flex circuits:  

Traditional membrane switch circuit layers are screen printed to polyester using a silver-

filled epoxy ink that is heat cured, a process carefully monitored to insure maximum 

conductivity, flexibility and adhesion. 

Although polyester silver flex circuits are flexible and may slightly twist and bend, 

extreme caution should be used to never sharply crease the flex as the traces damage or 

be prone to future failures. 
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Polyimide flex circuits: 

For some customers the advantages of using a flexible polyimide printed circuit outweigh 

the additional tooling and unit costs.  Flexible printed circuit applications in membrane 

switches are made from a polymide polymer and are seen when customers need: folding 

or creasing, higher operation temperatures, higher circuit densities/layers, soldering, 

plating, and narrower pitches and more durable tail traces. 

Printed Circuit Boards (PCB’s): 

The benefits of constructing your membrane switch with a rigid circuit board is the built 

in panel and the ability to congregate additional intelligence and components to the board 

such as LEDs, resistors and connectors. 

Connectors: 

 

One consideration for your membrane design is how to connect the membrane switch 

with the brains controlling your product. Sigma 6 Electronics offers a variety of ways to 

accommodate connector durability and the minimization of unwanted space when 

deciding on how to terminate your membrane switch.  The tail may not exit under or 

within 0.125” of the keypads active area. 

 

Zero Insertion Force – A (ZIF) connection has no physical connector on your 

membrane switch and relies on a receptacle connector available by numerous 

manufacturers.  It’s important to choose a ZIF connector suggested for membrane 

switches and to provide the chosen connector part number so we may match the tail with 

the connectors suggested manufactured tail thickness.  Sigma 6 Electronics can prepare a 

screen printed circuit for a ZIF connection in the following pitches: (0.100”, 0.050”, and 

0.020”).  Smaller pitches are available in polyimide flexible printed circuits only.    

 

Male, Female or solder tab Housings- These types of connectors are considered by 

many to be a more reliable termination against heavy shock, vibration and ease of 

assembly.  A much larger connection, these connectors have pins crimped to the circuit 

and are available with many different housing features.  The tail pitch is available in 

0.100”/2.54mm spacing.   

 

Check out our resources page for more connector information. 

Shielding: 

Several options are available for protecting and shielding membrane switches from 

electromagnetic interference (EMI), electric static discharge (ESD), or radio frequency 

interference (RFI).  The shield is usually connected to the ground through the connector, 

or by means of a grounding tab with a slot for a fastener. 

http://www.sigma6electronics.com/membrane-switches/resources/
http://www.sigma6electronics.com/membrane-switches/resources/esd-protection-in-a-membrane-switch/
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Shielding may add another layer between the graphic overlay and circuit layers.  The 

customer should express shielding requirements in Ohms per square inch.  More often 

than not, shielding is not required; however, Sigma 6 Electronics can help determine the 

best shielding approach for your membrane switch based on your protection 

requirements. 

 

3) Electronics 

 

Today’s membrane switches are becoming increasingly more sophisticated and Sigma 6 

Electronics prides itself on being at the design forefront.  Determined by a membrane 

switches schematic, the circuit layer carries all the electrical traces.  In recent years, 

tactile domes, ultra sensitive buttons, low profile embedded LED’s and backlighting have 

all have made significant technological advances.  

 

Specifications per ASTM 

 

Operating Voltage   5VDC - 24VDC 

Current Carrying Capacity  1ma - 150ma 

Circuit Resistance   5 Ohms – 1K Ohms 

Contact Closure Cycles  100k – 1M Cycles 

Temperature / Humidity  -40 to 85C / 95% RH 

Contact Bounce Time   < = 50ms 

Actuation Force (Fmax)  2oz – 16oz 

Contact Force (Fc)   2oz – 8oz 

Capacitance    < = 50 pf 

ESD Contact    2KV – 25 KV 

 

 Schematic- 

 

The pinout of a switch may be specified by the customer or determined by Sigma 6 

Electronics.  When given more freedom in the circuit design we can make sure a pinout 

will have an efficient layout for manufacturing.  Membrane switches are designed with a 

common bus, a matrix or a combination of both layouts. 

 

 Domes- 

 

It’s important to give the user of your membrane switch at least one or a combination of 

different feedbacks when touching a button: visual, audible or tactile feedback.  Domes 

are available in stainless steel or polyester, in numerous shapes, sizes and with varying 

actuation forces.  

 

There is no substantial reliability difference between the metal dome and polydome.  

Stainless steel domes require lower initial tooling costs over polydomes and are more 

affordable in lower quantities.  Polydomes can start to save cost as the volume of 

individual buttons reach the thousands. 
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Steel Domes- Metal domes are the most popular design and provide a user with a snap 

feedback which is both tactile in feel and audible in sound.  Metal domes are most always 

used in PCB membrane switches.  Sigma 6 carries a variety of metal domes in stock 

ranging from 6mm to 12mm; each size is available with different actuation forces. 

 

Polyester Domes-Needing additional tooling to form the buttons, the difference being 

you only feel the click but do not hear the snap of a polydome.  The tactile actuation 

force is adjustable.  

 

Embedded LEDs- 

Embedding LED’s into a switch layer is a common practice, especially for visual 

indicator light applications.  Sigma 6 Electronics uses an ULTRA-thin LED profile for 

membrane switches available in all colors and bi-colors.  

 Backlighting- 

The most common backlighting methods used are Fiber Optics and Electroluminescent 

panels.  Sigma 6 Electronics works with a proprietary LED design which offers the same 

uniform backlighting over a large area.  Both Fiber Optics and Electroluminescent add 

significant cost to tooling, unit price and requires an exterior light source or additional 

layers.  Our LED technology embeds a few LEDs to light up a large area and is relatively 

less expensive.  

4) Mounting Adhesives 

 

The majority of our membrane switches are shipped with a pressure sensitive adhesive on 

the back side, specifically for bonding to smooth metal and high surface energy plastic 

surfaces.  Pressure is needed when applying membrane switches to insure a strong bond 

which will continue curing for 72 hours after being applied. 

 

Clean the surface before installing your membrane switch.  We recommend removing a 

small corner of the backing, align and apply part of the membrane switch.  Then remove 

the rest of the liner and rub it down with firm pressure.  Never bend a membrane switch 

in an LED, dome area or try to activate a dome without a firm backer.     

 

5) Subpanels  

 

Membrane switches are most often mounted to a rigid sub panel, most commonly 

aluminum or some form of a plastic (polycarbonate or acrylic). Sigma 6 Electronics will 

procure the panel and assemble at a customer’s request.  The sub panel must have 

different mechanical dimensions then the membrane switch to allow for assembly 

tolerances. 

 

http://www.sigma6electronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Nicomatic-switchair-domes.pdf
http://www.sigma6electronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Nicomatic-low-profile-LEDs.pdf
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6) Artwork 

 

First interactions during a design start by sharing ideas and answering questions.  Our 

engineers’ layout a membrane design in a .pdf format for your required approval before 

your membrane switch tooling can be made or prototyped. 

 

Most customers come to us with some basic artwork for a graphic overlay specifying font 

styles and height, button placement, colors, windows, tinting, cutouts, overall 

dimensions.  Artwork should be provided for all logos or special symbols.  Sigma 6 

Electronics can utilize a variety of graphic files (.pdf, .cdr, .ai, .eps, .dwg, .dxf, .iges).  

 

Reverse engineering services are available along with a variety of other products we 

manufacture.  Please visit our line card or our sales engineers can be contacted with any 

further questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sigma6electronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/News-Column-RevD.pdf
http://www.sigma6electronics.com/contact-us/
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7) Request a Quote-  Membrane Switch Checklist  

 
The following membrane switch checklist will help communicate to Sigma 6 Electronics what is needed to 

begin quoting.  At anytime feel free to contact our sales engineers. 

 
Dimensions  

_____________Mechanical dimensions of Overlay layer (Length and Width) 

_____________Length of tail leaving circuit layer 

_____________Location of tail exit point 

  

Type of switch  

_____________ Non Tactile  

_____________ Tactile with stainless steel domes  

_____________ Tactile with polyester domes  

_____________ Screen printed Circuit 

_____________ Flexible printed Circuit (Polyimide polymer) 

_____________ Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 

_____________ Standard splash resistance or NEM4 (sealed switch) 

_____________ Shielding protection  

 

Termination  

_____________ Berg Clincher  

_____________ AMP  

_____________ Solder Tabs  

_____________ Exposed silver for ZIF  

_____________ Pitch Spacing 

 

Schematic/Pinout 

_____________ Determined by Sigma6  

_____________ Customer Specified  

_____________ Number of embedded LED’s and colors 

 

Overlay Material and Finishing  

_____________ Polyester  

_____________ Polycarbonate  

_____________ Textured, Gloss, AntiGlare  

_____________ Hardcoated 

_____________ Windows (clear or smoked) 

_____________ LED’s (textured or smoked) 

 

Overlay Artwork 

___________ Artwork file provided 

___________ Reverse engineered or Sigma 6 generated 

___________ Customer supplied Logos and special graphics 

___________ Number of Buttons 

___________ Embossing (Full, Dome or Border) 

 

Support panel  

___________ None Required ___________Drawing included with material specified 


